General Comments - (include suggestions for improvement)
County
Brunswick

Full Time/Part Time

General Comments

Full Time

More participation from the members as in volunteers, directors and committee members.

Brunswick

Full Time

I really appreciate that we have the LGA, and the Volunteers who work so hard to keep our lake one of the
most beautiful in the country. When you have Meetings and the wide spectrum of coverage, but it all
comes back to us, is appreciated.

Brunswick

Full Time

Concern wake wave boats destroying shoreline. Have no respect for owners property especially during
high water levels. Been a resident for 20 years and its getting worse every year. How do you get the word
out to these boaters to respect property and etc.?????

Brunswick

(select one)

Maybe start a marketing Committee or put with the Membership Committee to promote Lake Gaston and
the LGA
Combine forces with at leas tthe Safety Council , since they both are doing the same-- and why a
community safety and water safety--- ALL safety folks combine forces.
Maybe TOO much on Goverrment and education issues -- stick to lake issues .
Even after these thoughts , I think the LGA is a valuable organization to our Lake and a big THANK YOU to
the volunteers that serve to help us all !!

Brunswick

Full Time

Vacation property owners have little to show for taxes paid

Mecklenburg

Part Time

We have grandchildren visit and oftentimes boats come by with speakers blaring rap music with the foulest
lyrics and are very inappropriate for young children to hear. Also, some boats choose not to muffle their
exhaust which is extremely loud.

Mecklenburg

Part Time

We would appreciate more information in newsletters about LGA - government interaction of influence.
Thank you for all that you do for the lake and its neighborhood communities.

Northampton

Full Time

glad to see the numerous speeding signs along the road.All of you do a great job - thanks.

Northampton

(select one)

Keep up the good work!!!
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County

Full Time/Part Time

General Comments

Part Time

I appreciate all that LGA does for the residents, and I believe that membership is important. As a part timer
and an eighty year old, I am unable to contribute very much physically. I do try to keep my property clean
and well maintained.

Northampton

Part Time

Take advantage of the pristine water and way the lake is protected . Attract fisherman and their families.
That now includes a big kayak fishing explosion. They come, enjoy , and go home and tell their friends.
They understand conservation and "catch and release" benefits. They spend money to vacation on quality
bass lakes. My wife and I pulled our boat all over the northeast fishing ME,NH,Vt,NY PA and its in a lift on
Gaston now for good.

Northampton

Part Time

STOP FISHING TOURMENTS

Northampton
Northampton

Part Time
Full Time

Northampton

Part Time

Thank you ALL for your efforts.
Thank you for all of your hard work!
Youve been getting better, ever since it was discovered YOU were the ones responsible for higher lake
levels on the weekends. That has since been fixed, thank you.
I like all that you have done recently.

Northampton

Part Time

Thanks to everyone that is available to volunteer their services for those of us that cant be there

Halifax
Halifax

Full Time
Full Time

Are there suggestions from our web master to improve the design/simplicity of the survey?
Answered on my iPhone 6.

Halifax

Full Time

Thanks. For all you do.

Warren
Warren

Full Time
Part Time

thank you for the opportunity
Good job with the survey

Northampton
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County

Full Time/Part Time

General Comments

Full Time

Despite some ratings I think the LGA is doing the best they can. TWe appreciate the LGAs Excellent efforts,
we realize the financial and civility challenges the LGA faces. Thank you for supporting us.

Part Time

Really appreciate everything the LKG association does for the community. I struggle to understand how it
has managed to stay together this long, but am very pleased it has! I would like to see more of your
regular meetings on the weekend as I am not able to attend during the week. Some of the events are very
interesting to me and I would like to participate.

Warren

Full Time

I think that the association should take an active role in trying to beautify the area around the lake. I think
to help do this the association should recommend to its members that they take down all the ugly
billboards they have put up. I understand that businesses have a right to advertise but seriously when you
are looking for a particular service do you get in your car and drive around looking at billboards? No. You go
online. It’s 2018 not 1918.

Warren

Full Time

Warren

Part Time

Warren

Full Time

Warren

Full Time

Warren

(select one)

Warren
Warren
Warren

Part Time
Part Time
Part Time

Warren

Warren

Thanks
Jim Walston
You all do fine, its a supped up HOA which can affect change.
Appears the goals of the organization should be less broad
and more targeted/focused to actual lake issues.
See all the above.
Lake Gaston area will not grow or entice renters or owners without a major improvement in high speed
Internet and improved cell phone reception. People do not want to come and do business here or vacation
without those two things,
Seems to be an active, educational, and concerned association and publication. Since I am not a resident,
cant go beyond whats in the newsletter and other announcements.
I guess we havent been down as often as we would love to be. Working g on that though.
Keep up the good work.
Thanks for asking!
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Full Time/Part Time

General Comments

Full Time

Water carries sound. Unmuffled boat engines, and inconsiderate Boaters with their music systems blaring
at sound levels that would NOT BE ALLOWED in any town or city in NC or Va--yet they pollute the
environment with their own choice of music/noise that carries across the water, and affects and ruins the
environment for other Boaters or person on shore--often within several MILES of the offender !! ThWarren
County noise ordinance is either unenforceable, or is ignored !

Warren

(select one)

Great area. Do need to prevent further development. The beautiful lake can only stand just so much and
would lose its appeal if it became more crowded. Also solution would become a problem. The joy is a
peaceful environment!!

Warren

Part Time

N/A

N/A

Warren

We would appreciate more information in newsletters about LGA - government interaction of influence.
Thank you for all that you do for the lake and its neighborhood communities.
More communication needed through Social Media which isn't currently being done

